CONTROL
WRAP

Designed to make life a little easier in the stressful situation of hemorrhage control.

Tactical Medical Solutions® is a global leading developer and
manufacturer of pre-hospital medical gear for the tactical and
civilian world.
We currently have over 2,000 products available and a presence in
70 countries around the world. Here at home, we service 7 of the top
10 police departments, including the NYPD and LAPD, as well as
major fire and EMS agencies.
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We’re proud to say that when customers think of TacMed™, they
think uncompromising - uncompromising commitment to delivering
top-quality products, tactical knowledge, customized training, and
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reliability in the field.

4” INCH VERSION

PRODUCT NUMBER

CONTROL WRAP

CW4

6” INCH VERSION

CW6

NSN NUMBER

6510-01-619-0260
4” INCH VERSION

DIMENSIONS

4” L x 2” W x 2” D
6” INCH VERSION

5.75” L x 2” W x 2” D

4” INCH VERSION

WEIGHT

11.6 oz

6” INCH VERSION

2.2 oz

CONTROL WRAP
By preventing accidental
unrolling, you minimize the
risks of contaminating a
clean bandage.

Velcro brakes to prevent
accidental unrolling.

Just as in our OLAES® and BLAST® Bandages, the Control Wrap includes
a series of brakes that prevent accidental unrolling during application.
The brakes also provide grip surfaces during the wrapping process and
assist in maintaining the desired pressure and position of the bandage.
This is extremely helpful when changing angles during the wrapping
process or if bandaging awkward injuries. By preventing accidental
unrolling, you minimize the risks of contaminating a clean bandage,
wasting a bandage due to contamination, losing time while managing
loose ends, and losing pressure after applying the bandage due to
shifting material.

YOUR EQUIPMENT SHOULD NEVER BE A COMPROMISE.
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